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NEW EDITION AVAILABLE. This is the OLDER 1st edition. The NEWER 2nd edition is available:
amzn.to/2W13eFRBEWARE OF COUNTERFEIT BOOKS. Readers report that Ebook Library's
3rd-party sellers are selling counterfeit books; the counterfeits have misprints, missing pages or
pages in reverse order. We are working with Ebook Library to resolve the issue. In the meantime,
purchase genuine books with the Ebook Library.com logo: bit.ly/2XqFAXBIntroduction to the
First EditionInterview Math, 1st Edition provides 50+ practice problems and answers to help job
seekers master quantitative interview questions including:Market SizingRevenue
EstimatesProfitabilityBreakevenPricingCustomer Lifetime ValueIf you're targeting one of the
highly coveted after positions below, you'll need to master interview math
questions:Management Consulting: McKinsey, Bain, Boston Consulting Group, DeloitteGeneral
Management: Capital One, TaserMarketing: General Mills, Google, HersheySoftware
Engineering: Goldman Sachs, MicrosoftFinance: American Airlines, Best Buy, JetBlueYou'll
learn interview math concepts and principles — and then master those concepts with practice
questions filled with detailed answers.After going through the book, candidates will feel
knowledgeable, confident, relaxed and ready to tackle consulting math questions.

About the AuthorLEWIS C. LIN is CEO of Impact Interview, an interview coaching firm. Lewis
was named by CNN as one of the "top 10 job tweeters you should be following." He has also
been featured on FOX, ABC News, San Francisco Chronicle, The Atlantic, The Telegraph, and
Business Insider. Before Impact Interview, Lewis was Microsoft's Director of Product
Management. Prior to Microsoft, he worked at Google, leading new AdWords product
launches.Lewis has also written two other bestsellers on interview preparation: Decode and
Conquer as well as Rise Above the Noise. He is also the author of Five Minutes to a Higher
Salary, a salary negotiation book.Lewis holds a B.S. in computer science from Stanford
University and an M.B.A. from Northwestern University's Kellogg School of Management. He
lives in Seattle.
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A, “Good for drills and getting your brain back into this stuff. If I had more confidence in my math,
I don't think I wouldn't have made such dumb mistakes in my recent case interview. So, that's
where this book comes in...if you have math issues. If you work through this book - it'll take
some of the pressure off your math nerves so you can focus on the case question. My
framework was great (thank you Victor Cheng and LOMS) - but I think I was overwhelmed by the
prospect of all of this math, and that made the nerves worse...and I got lost. I had this book,
among 2 others - but I only went through about 1/2 of it. I should have done more.I like how he
has many pages of drills on many topics (e.g., break even, profit, customer value). And, I like
how he makes them get harder as it goes along within each chapter. This is exactly the way to
teach something. His explanations are great and clearly written out on the next page of each
practice item...again - great.One thing I'd love to see changed in future versions is this: He
provides a lot of equations, but it would be better if he organized them a bit - because many of
these equations are conceptually linked. Unfortunately, they are just listed here in one big group
(which can be intimidating and hard to remember). If I were teaching a course in case interview
prep - I'd explain how you can get ROI and net income and break even from a similar set of
numbers - so students could remember these things and how they all relate. In this book, there
is just a list, so you'll have to do that on your own.I don't think any firms are doing estimation
cases anymore, but you still may get a mini-estimation problem within a larger case at an MBB
firm. So, he does have a chapter on those - and it is good mental exercise regardless.
Speaking of that, I like his little "table of useful facts" - how many people in the USA, how many
households, etc...”

MichelleAU, “so this book was perfect for that. I had an upcoming interview with a top consulting
firm, and I was very nervous about my ability to do the quant case studies. I knew that the case
study for this particular consulting firm focuses on market sizing, so this book was perfect for
that. The book gave just the right amount of detail (which is totally different than, let's say, case
interview secrets by Victor Cheng), was extremely clear, and provided examples after examples
to practice on. My confidence was built after reading through the book, and I was able to blast
through my quant case study during the interview. Thank you, Lewis Lin!! Highly recommend.”

S. H., “Good practice. I bought this book in preparation for a final round of case interviews. I
learnt from previous interviews with the company that their cases are rather quant heavy - so I
bought this as a supplement to 'case in point' just to get used to doing math problems in a case
setting. This books have a clear structure and tons of practice, and after completing those
extercises, I felt much more confident in my interviews:) Highly recommended!”

Robby, “Great workbook for talent development. I initially purchased this book to help structure
my thinking but thought it was so helpful that I purchased additional copies for everyone that



works for me (I lead a product development group within a fortune 10 company).”

Runawaytrain, “Five Stars. Perfect we use it as part of our interview process”

Kelly B., “Four Stars. Good”

savvina, “Four Stars. good”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good book for Interview Case-Studies with a detailed approach laid ....
Good book for Interview Case-Studies with a detailed approach laid out for different types of
problems such as guesstimates, break-even, lifetime value etc. asked in interviews.”

The book by Lewis C. Lin has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 51 people have provided feedback.
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